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Abstract

To understand the implications of blockchains for financial reporting and audit-
ing, we study in a unified framework auditor competition for clients, endogenous audit
quality and client misstatements, and regulatory policy. We first demonstrate how
collaborative auditing using a federated blockchain can improve auditing efficiency for
not only transactions recorded on proprietary databases, but also cross-auditor trans-
actions through zero-knowledge protocols that preserve data privacy. The technology
disrupts conventional audit pricing: instead of pricing based on client size, auditors
charge competitive fees dependent on clients’ counter-parties’ auditor association and
corresponding transaction volume. Moreover, blockchain adoption reduces client in-
centive to misreport and that auditors can reduce sampling costs by focusing on off-
chain transactions. Importantly, auditors’ adoption of the technology exhibits strategic
complementarity, leading to equilibrium multiplicity. A regulator can help select an
adoption equilibrium that reduces misstatements as well as auditing and regulatory
costs.
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1. Introduction

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) has been constantly seeking

ways to improve audit efficiency and audit quality. The most costly activity in the auditing

process is information acquisition and verification. Auditors need to learn about client

transactions or those of their partners to verify transaction amounts. While each audit firm

or audit team (also generically referred to as “auditor”) possesses useful information that

may significantly reduce other auditors’ costs of information acquisition, its auditing process

is traditionally independent from other audit firms because it is not customary to share

proprietary information among audit firms. As a result, it is challenging to find a trusted

third party to facilitate timely and secure communications, not to mention clients’ reluctance

to reveal information to other auditors and laws concerning data privacy such as the General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Meanwhile, blockchain technology has taken the central stage of technology innovation

in business, and is widely believed to disrupt traditional practices in corporate governance,

industrial organization, payments, and entrepreneurial finance (e.g., Yermack (2017), Cong

and He (2018), Cong, Li, and Wang (2018)). Among the various advances, “one theoretical

application of blockchain is to financial reporting and this is exactly the point in time to

discuss advantages and disadvantages” (Campbell Harvey, FEI 2018). Consistent with this

view, there is increased media and industry attention on the role of blockchains in the world

of auditing.1 Although all Big 4 audit firms are devoting large resources to blockchain devel-

opment by establishing research labs or providing blockchain services (e.g., Bajpai (2017),

Vetter (2018), Zhao (2018)), it is still unclear how exactly blockchains may affect the audit-

ing industry and what auditors’ new role would be with the emerging technology. (e.g., Raj
1Cohn (2016) reports that big accounting firms have investigated the use of blockchains and a “triple-

entry accounting” system. Deloitte (2016) describes how a blockchain-based accounting system might work
and how would it enhance the current accounting practice. The industry has organized symposiums (e.g.,
the Blockchain in Accounting Symposium by AICPA and Wall Street Blockchain Alliance, and KPMG’s
28th Annual Accounting & Financial Reporting Symposium in 2018) and published research reports (e.g.,
CPA Canada, AICPA, and University of Waterloo (2018)).
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(2017)).2

This study takes an initial step towards understanding these issues by examining how

blockchain technology disrupts traditional audit processes and enables auditor collaboration.

Our contributions are three-fold: 1) we document the potential functionality of a collabo-

rative audit process, which capitalizes on a federated blockchain and zero-knowledge proof,

on automated auditing of transaction-based accounts (e.g., accounts receivable/payable); 2)

Given such technological functionality, we characterize the equilibrium outcomes concerning

auditor competition, audit pricing and sampling, clients’ endogenous misstatements, and

regulatory policy in a unified framework to delineate the implications of blockchain technol-

ogy adoption for auditors, clients and regulators and its overall impact on capital markets;

3) in particular, our findings inform policy discussions on the coordination role of a regulator

for new technology adoption and the impact of blockchain on PCAOB regulatory costs.

Auditing has unique needs for blockchain technologies distinct from many other indus-

tries affected by blockchain technology, such as digital payments or trade finance. While pub-

lic blockchains can provide more transparency by making all transactions openly accessible

(e.g., http://www.blockchain.info or http://www.blockexplorer.com), they are not suitable

in settings where client information privacy needs to be protected. Consequently many au-

ditors develop permissioned private blockchains independently or simply upgrade their own

data ecosystems. However, with the technological advancements brought by blockchains, it

becomes possible to connect isolated audit processes across audit firms while preserving data

privacy. This technology allows auditors to automatically verify whether their clients’ trans-

actions are consistent with information from other transaction parties. Examining records

from both parties in a transaction is an efficient way of validating a record in the audit-

ing process. Any inconsistency in transaction information between the two parties suggests
2Auditors can either develop new technologies to audit clients’ blockchains or develop their own private

blockchains to help their audit process (e.g., Tysiac (2018), CPA Canada, AICPA, and University of Waterloo
(2018)). Given the recent efforts of accounting firms buiding in-house blockchain capabilities and services
(e.g. Bajpai (2017), CNN (2018)), this study focuses on the latter.
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unintentional errors or intentional misstatement. Therefore, this cross-party information

verification can make the auditing process more efficient and reliable when detecting fraud,

because such verification is costly in the traditional system where an auditor has to contact

the transaction counter-party directly to request records and manually verify the informa-

tion. Given the importance of cross-party verification, automated verification of clients’

transactions in a federated blockchain using zero-knowledge protocol instead of manually

confirming with clients’ transaction parties reduces costs and alters the traditional concept

of auditing sampling.3

Several features of blockchain technology allow auditors to collaborate to automate in-

formation verification of clients’ transactions with minimal sharing of clients’ private infor-

mation. For example, thanks to the peer-to-peer (within a consortium) design of blockchain,

this collaboration among auditors does not require a central or third party to monitor or in-

termediate. In addition, the encryption methods developed in blockchain and zero-knowledge

proof also allow information providers in this federated blockchain system to not share any

client transaction information except for providing confirmations to information requesters.

Other auditors cannot infer any information about the clients or the transactions from the

request or the confirmation due to blockchain encryption methods. Such zero-knowledge

proof protocols have been well-developed and have led to recent applications to facilitate

communications between banks (e.g., ING (2018)) and been applied in public blockchains

such as Zcash and Ethereum. Lastly, theimmutable nature of blockchain also makes it easier

for the PCAOB to inspect auditing processes and prevent audit firms or hackers to revise

the original transaction data (See Section 2 for details) .

We take the above blockchain functionalities as given and examine how auditors and

clients respond. Specifically, our model features two auditing firms and two representative
3Even if both transacting parties use the same auditor, retrieving the records without a global ID costs

effort without a blockchain. But if both parties are members of a blockchain system that the auditor has
access to and the transaction is recorded in a starndardized format onto the blockchain, the validation can
be automated.
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clients. Without blockchains, auditing firms compete for clientsthrough auditing fees and

the anticipated auditing services they perform. Once a client is matched with an auditor, the

client endogenously chooses the level of misstatement to tradeoff the private misreporting

benefit and the cost of being detected by regulators or the market, whereas the auditor

determines the auditing quality (represented by auditing sample size) to minimize auditing

costs and the expected penalty when its clients’ misreporting is detected. In equilibrium,

auditors offer competitive fees, and larger firms with larger transaction volumeface greater

misstatement risk and higher auditing fees.

When an auditor adopts a blockchain system, auditing costs of transactions among

clients within the auditor are significantlyreduced, but auditing transactions across auditors

remain costly if other auditors do not adopt a blockchain system or the blockchain systems

are all independent. That said, with a federated blockchain, two auditors who have their

clients’ transaction information and are both using blockchains can audit transactions with

little cost, thanks to the zero-knowledge proof algorithm. This also implies that federated

blockchain disrupts auditing pricing because instead of being largely based on clients’ total

transaction size, it also crucially depends on the nature of transaction counterparties—the

number of transactions the clients have with firms who are not in afederated blockchain,

such as foreign/private firms, would drive the cost. On the client side, when both auditors

adopt blockchain technology, clients report more truthfully for transactions recorded on

blockchains, leading to a lower auditor risk and a lower fraction of costly auditing samples.

The auditors’ technology adoption decision exhibits strategic complementarity because

the cost of auditing the cross-auditor transactions goes down when both auditors adopt.

When clients value strongly the benefit of misreporting even after taking being detected into

consideration, they would prefer to work with auditors not using blockchain, even though

the auditor using blockchain can offer a lower auditing fee. Therefore when other auditors

are not adopting, an auditorwould not find it profitable to adopt because adoption would not

only fail to attract more clients, but also could result in losing clients that the auditor would
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get using traditional auditing. That said, if other auditors are adopting, an auditor would

find it attractive to adopt after gaining new clients because the reduction in auditing costs

outweighs the adoption cost. As such, there could be both a full-adoption equilibrium and a

no-adoption equilibrium. Moreover, we find blockchain adoption could save regulatory costs.

This implies that regulators such as the PCAOB have a potential role of coordinating an

industry-wide adoption, which could reduce equilibrium misstatements and costs associated

with auditing and regulation. This role is especially salient when auditing firms and clients

are dispersed or lack coordination power. While the concept of coordination is well-studied,

it is important and novel to highlight its manifestation and implications in auditors’ adoption

of blockchain technology.

In sum, our study documents how blockchains could disrupt auditing industries. First,

audit pricing becomes independent of clients’ total transaction size but depends on the na-

ture and volume of transaction counterparties. Second, such technology adoption improves

the efficiency of audit sampling. Auditors can focus on transactions that cannot be auto-

matically verified. Such on- vs. off-chain-based sampling is valuable for auditor sampling

decisions given the current debate on the efficiency of audit sampling (PCAOB 2015). On the

client side, the technology adoption will discourage clients’ incentive to misreport. Impor-

tantly, given the costs of adoption and strategic behaviors of market participants, our theory

suggests that auditors and clients are less likely to adopt such technology if regulators do not

coordinate an industry-wide adoption. Therefore, coordination is needed in the technology

adoption in order to reduce equilibrium misstatements and costs associated with auditing

and its regulation. In addition, regulators also benefit from reduced monitoring costs given

that they can focus on smaller samples for inspections (See Figure 4) and auditors or hackers

find it more difficult to tamper with transaction records.

As a first study of blockchain implications for financial reporting and auditing, we have

abstracted away from several realistic features observed in practice. For example, the fed-

erated blockchain in our model can automate audit processes of mainly transaction-based
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accounts in income statements, but some discretionary accounts, such as bad debt expenses,

may not be automatically verifiable because they still require auditors’ experience-based

discretion and industry expertise4. Moreover, we also omit the oft-discussed disruption in

the auditor labor market and other costs of the technology due to imperfect designs. These

features, albeit interesting, are not crucial for the economic insights our model delivers. In

addition, many auditing jobs still remain for off-chain transactions and high discretionary

accounts. Thus, the impact of these features may be more subtle (the auditing labor market

may lose demand for less skillful auditors but expand demand for more skillful auditors)

and warrant separate studies. Enriching our framework and empirically testing our model

predictions once data are available evidently constitute interesting future research.

Literature — Our paper contributes to the emerging literature on FinTech and blockchain.

Focusing on the underlying mechanisms of blockchain and consensus generation, Eyal and

Sirer (2014) and Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, and Casamatta (2017) study mining games involv-

ing proof-of-work, whereas Saleh (2018) explores proof-of-stake as an alternative consensus

protocol. Cong and He (2018) emphasize information distribution in generating decentral-

ized consensus, with implications for firm competition. Easley, O’Hara, and Basu (2017)

and Huberman, Leshno, and Moallemi (2017) examine the market microstructure and trans-

action fee dynamics of bitcoin. Cong, He, and Li (2018) study decentralization and the

industrial organization of mining pools.

Concerning blockchain applications, Harvey (2016) discusses the applications of crypto-

finance. Yermack (2017) evaluates the potential impacts of the technology on corporate

governance. Cong, Li, and Wang (2018) introduce a dynamic pricing framework of cryp-

tocurrencies and highlight the roles of crypto-tokens on endogenous user adoption. Cong

(2018) surveys recent research on blockchain, including both theoretical and empirical stud-

ies on initial coin offerings (e.g., Li and Mann (2018), Sockin and Xiong (2018), and Howell,
4For many firms, e.g., manufacturing firms, highly discretionary accounts do not constitute a large portion

in their income statements (Stubben (2011)).
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Niessner, and Yermack (2018)), and discusses blockchain economics and implications for

investment professionals.

We differ from most earlier studies in our focus on permissioned blockchains, which

means we largely abstract away from issues related to decentralization explored in Cong and

He (2018) and Cong, He, and Li (2018). More importantly, our paper is among the first to

explore the implications of blockchain technology and zero-knowledge proof algorithms in

auditing and accounting.

Our study also adds to the theoretical literature in auditing. Prior studies have con-

sidered issues related to auditors’ strategic behavior and risk, including optimal auditing

sample size (Scott (1973)), auditor conservatism (Antle and Nalebuff (1991)), strategic test-

ing (Fellingham and Newman (1985), Shibano (1990), Patterson (1993)), internal control

and testing (Smith, Tiras, and Vichitleckarn (2000)), earnings report and auditing (New-

man, Patterson, and Smith (2001)), uncertainty about materiality standards (Patterson and

Smith (2003)), investor protection and auditing (Newman, Patterson, and Smith (2005)),

and joint auditing and quality (Deng et al. (2014)). Several studies propose theoretical

models to study various issues regarding auditing fees and quality, such as lowballing in

initial auditing fees, auditor independence, auditor competition, and market reactions (e.g.,

Simunic (1980), DeAngelo (1981), Magee and Tseng (1990), Teoh (1992), and Lu (2006)).

We are the first, to the best of our knowledge, to study the implementation and impact of

blockchains on auditor pricing, auditor sampling, client misstating incentive, and regulators’

role. We also lay out a framework for future empirical studies testing our model predictions

as the technology matures and sees wider adoption.

2. Institutional Background

In this section, we explain the basic auditing process and how a customized federated

blockchain can facilitate collaborative auditing against the backdrop of privacy concerns
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without a central facilitating agency. In the process, we also provide a primer on the use of

blockchains and the concept of zero-knowledge proof.

Suppose client firms’ income statements are as shown in Figure 1.5 Auditors’ primary

job is to verify the accuracy of net income and prevent the occurrence of restatement. To

this end, auditors need to verify sales and expenses of their clients. Clients have incentive to

overstate their sales and underestate their expenses to gain favorable valuation and treatment

in capital markets; i.e, higher stock prices or lower financing costs (Strobl (2013)). Auditors

have different ways to verify the accuracy of sales and, in our simplified case, accounts

receivable and related invoices. They can rely on the historical pattern of accounts receivable,

industry peer firms’ concurrent accounts receivable, or the growth pattern of other highly

related asset growth such as inventory to estimate accounts receivable errors. One common

feature of these approaches is that all the information is provided by the clients, who have

incentives to overstate.

One way to mitigate this potential information bias is to verify clients’ information by

confirming with their transaction partners. For example, if a seller claims $1M accounts

receivable sales, it boosts auditors’ confidence in the number if the buyer can verify $1M in

accounts payable purchases. The intuition is that the buyer has little incentive to collude with

the seller because when the buyer overstates the purchase for the sellers’ overstated sales, it

implies a lower net income for the buyer (i.e., higher cost of goods sold). Such collusion cost

for buyers implies that the information that buyers provide to verify sellers’ transactions can

be more reliable than the information that sellers provide themselves. Therefore, this cross-

party information verification can make the auditing process more efficient and reliable when

detecting fraud because such cross-party information verification is costly in the traditional

system, where an auditor has to contact the transaction counter-party directly to request

records and manually verify the information.
5We do not include cash receipts because it is easily verified.
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Income Statement

Sales = Accounts Receivable from transactions with different business partners
Expenses = Accounts Payable from transactions with different business partners

Net Income = Accounts Receivable from transactions with different business partners

                                                                        

Accounts Payable from transactions with different business partners

Node 1 Node 2 Node i.

roof 

Node 1 Node 2 Node j.

Figure 1: Income Statement of a Client Firm

Figure 2 demonstrates how a federated blockchain with a zero-knowledge proof protocol

can facilitate collaborative auditing and cross-party verification. In a federated blockchain,

each auditor operates a private blockchain for its clients or has access to the blockchain

ecosystem of its clients. In the base scenario, each node on the private blockchain is admin-

istered by a team of the auditing firm. Each client transaction is assigned a unique global ID

to facilitate cross-party information verification. Transactions among clients of the same au-

ditor are verified by the auditing teams working with the clients and uploaded to the private

blockchain. Records on the private blockchains are synchronized on all the nodes to ensure

immutability. In the private blockchain, only permissioned nodes can manage records and

the nodes usually adopt a majority consensus that is efficient and scalable, and can avoid

the costly mining process associated with public blockchains. Transactions between par-

ties associated with different auditors, or cross-auditor transactions, utilize a crypographic

verification method, i.e., zero-knowledge proof, that allows confirmation on the federated

blockchain without revealing proprietary information.
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Node 1 Node 2 Node i………………….

Auditor 1

Zero-Knowledge Proof 

Federated Blockchain
Node 1 Node 2 Node j………………….

Auditor 2

Firms not audited or 

not on blockchains, e.g, 

private/foreign firms

Private blockchain

Private blockchain

Figure 2: Structure of the Federated Blockchain

We illustrate the details of the transaction verification process on the federated blockchain

in Figure 3. Developed in cryptography, a zero-knowledge proof protocol is an algorithm by

which one party (prover) can prove to another party that she knows a value x, without

conveying any information apart from the fact that she knows the value x. In particu-

lar, the prover does not need to reveal the value x. Zero-knowledge proof protocols have

seen recent applications to communications between banks (e.g., ING (2018)) and in public

blockchains such as Zcash and Ethereum.6 As shown in Figure 3, for a transaction between

two client firms audited by different audit firms, the verification occurs on the federated

blockchain. The first auditor sends a request to the blockchain that can only be confirmed

by the second auditor, who works with the counterparty of the transaction. Both the request

and confirmation are encrypted without revealing client-specific information and following a

zero-knowledge proof protocol, no other auditors can retrieve transaction information from

them, consistent with the peer-to-peer design of blockchain’s elimination of the requirement
6Zcash is a cryptocurrency that preserves anonymity of users based upon a zero-knowledge proof algo-

rithm, zkSNARK. Ethereum introduced support for the zkSNARK algorithm in one of its recent update,
Byzantium in 2017.
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of a centralized party. Once the blockchain protocol is set up, this verification process can be

automated so that no human intervention is needed. Therefore, this cross-party information

verification can make the auditing process more efficient because an auditor does not have

to contact the transaction counter-party directly to request records and manually verify the

information.

Auditor A1

Client B1

Cross-Auditor Transaction i

Seller: B1 Buyer: B2

Account Receivable of B1: a>0

Zero-Knowledge Proof

Verification on 

Federated Blockchain

Encrypted 

request

without 

revealing a

Encrypted 

confirmation

without 

revealing a

Auditor A2

Client B2

Cross-Auditor Transaction i

Seller: B1 Buyer: B2

Account Payable of B2: a

Auditor A3: Cannot decode

encrypted request and 

confirmation

Figure 3: Transaction Verification on a Peer-to-Peer Federated Blockchain

Such a federated blockchain framework can facilitate two types of collaborative auditing,

as demonstrated in Figure 4. Type 1 concerns within-auditor transactions; that is, the two

parties in the transaction are audited by the same auditing firm but by different auditing

teams. Without blockchains, cross-party information verification in Case 1 is done manually;

that is, audit teams manually check the information of the two parties in the transaction.

However, auditor teams can be located remotely in different audit offices, leading to high

communication costs. A private blockchain connecting the audit teams can automate the
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verification process. Type 2 entails collaborative auditing across firms, which could not

happen without the federated blockchain system. In this case, two parties in the transaction

are audited by different audit firms, each residing in a separate blockchain ecosystem. In this

case, the federated blockchain with zero-knowledge proof algorithms can facilitate automatic

information sharing between auditors with consideration of clients’ information privacy.

An additional case involves off-chain transactions. If a client’s transaction counterparty

in a transaction is not on the blockchain; for example, when it involves a private or foreign

firm that is unaudited, we call such a transaction an off-chain transaction. Even with

blockchains, auditors still need to conduct conventional auditing procedures for the sample

of off-chain transactions. However, this sample can be significantly smaller than the entire

sample that requires manual labor without blockchain. Overall, three technological benefits

of blockchain can contribute to the auditing process: 1) decentralization: the peer-to-peer

design of blockchain eliminates the requirement of a trusted central party; 2) encryption: the

zero-knowledge proof method allows encrypted communication that preserves client privacy;

3) immutability: once auditors request information through the federated blockchain, it is

difficult for any auditors or outside hackers to intentionally revise or delete the information

unless they can revise information on all nodes on the federated blockchain. In Section 3,

we will analytically show the implications of this federated blockchain for auditors, clients,

and the regulator.

Finally, we should clarify that even though we refer to the blockchain system transaction

parties associate with as the auditor’s blockchain system, it should be broadly interpreted

asan ecosystem in which a transaction can be easily verified and recorded on a blockchain.

In that sense, it does not necessarily belong to a particular auditor and could have been

developed by the transaction parties themselves or an independent third party. What is

relevant for our discussion is whether an auditor has access to transaction details on the

blockchain. We also want to point out that while other technologies (such as centralized

databases) can also help to facilitate communication among auditors, federated blockchains
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with zero-knowledge proof provide systematic and ready-to-use algorithms and infrastructure

with key benefits such as privacy protection, decentralization, and immutability.

Conventional Audit 

procedure

PCAOB Inspection 

Sample After Federated 

Blockchains

Within-Auditor

Transactions

(Collaborative Auditing 

across Audit Teams)

Cross-Auditor

Transactions

(Collaborative Auditing

across Audit Firms)

Transactions

With Unique 

Global ID

Off-chain Transactions 

(private/foreign firms)

Verifiable on Private 

Blockchains

Verifiable on Federated 

Blockchain Using Zero-

Knowledge Proof

PCAOB Inspection 

Sample Before Federated 

Blockchain

 

 

 

Automatically 

Verified

Automatically 

Verified

Figure 4: Auditing Transactions with the Blockchain

3. A Model of Auditing and Blockchains

3.1. Auditing in the Traditional World

We consider an economy with two representative firms, B1 and B2 (or two groups of repre-

sentative firms), of size K1 and K2. The total amount of transactions scales with the size of

the economy, and is given by (K1 +K2)2. There are two auditing firms, A1 and A2. Firm Bi

would report K2
i internal transactions, and KiK−i cross-firm transactions. For simplicity, we

assume K1 = K2, that auditors are identical in their utility and technology, and all clients

have the same utility functions.7

The game starts with the auditors offering an auditing price, and clients each choosing

an auditor. Once the clients and auditor firms are matched, the client chooses the probability

of overstatement while the auditor chooses the intensity of auditing (which corresponds to
7In an earlier draft, we introduce audit firms of smaller size to capture blockchains’ impact on auditors

of heterogeneous sizes. It does not change our key messages and we leave it out for expositional simplicity.
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auditing quality or misstatement level). We solve the model backward and first analyze the

second stage of the game whereby a client is already matched to an auditor.

Specifically, supposing one client has chosen an auditor, it submits a continuum of trans-

actions i ∈ [0, T ] . T represents the transaction volume. Each transaction i has an intrin-

sic/true value of ãi ∈ (−∞,∞). For example, accounts receivable and accounts payable

items correspond to the cases ãi > 0 and ãi < 0, respectively. The true aggregate income

of the client for a year is
� T

0 ãidi (see also Figure 1 in Section 2). For each transaction, the

client reports to the auditor the following:

ai = ãi + εi, (1)

where

εi =


0, with probability p,

µ > 0, with probability1− p.
(2)

The error term εi represents the client manager’s tendency to overstate the transaction’s

value. Since higher earnings are generally associated with higher firm valuation and manage-

rial compensation, managers usually have greater incentives to overstate transaction values

(e.g. Newman, Patterson, and Smith (2001), Patterson and Smith (2005)). Allowing the

error term to represent genuine mistakes or understatement of transaction value does not

alter the economic intuition or qualitative results.

For each transaction, the auditor obtains his own estimate âi and computes the aggre-

gate income of the client as
� T

0 âidi. Similar to the literature, e.g., Scott (1973) and Antle

and Nalebuff (1991), the auditor faces legal liabilities from restatements and thus needs to

minimize the following loss function:

L = λE

[� T

0
(âi − ãi)2di

]
, (3)
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where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a scaling parameter reflecting the expected penalty faced by the auditing

firm due to PCAOB and market monitoring and misstatement detection. In deriving his

own estimate, the auditor can either accept the client’s report, i.e., setting âi = ai, or spend

effort to verify the transaction; i.e., setting âi = ãi. Suppose the auditor decides to audit

a fraction s ∈ [0, 1] of all transactions, and the cost of such auditing sampling to be c(s),

with c′(s) > 0 and c′′(s) > 0 (Lu (2006)). The convexity of the function captures the fact

that it is costly to acquire and retain additional human resources in the auditing season.

For simplicity, we assume it costs the same to audit a within-auditor transaction and a

cross-auditor transaction.8 To fix ideas, in the following discussion we assume that the cost

function is of the following quadratic form,

c(s, T ) = as2T 2 + b, a > 0, b > 0. (4)

The auditor’s complete problem is then to minimize the following objective function by

choosing the appropriate auditing sample size s,

min
s∈[0,T ]

λE

[� T

0
(âi − ãi)2di

]
+ as2T 2 + b. (5)

The client determines the probability p of overstatement by trading off the benefits of

overstating earnings (e.g., higher stock market valuation and ease of access to external financ-

ing) and the costs of being found to report erroneously/commit fraud (which damages the

reputation of the firm and entails regulatory penalty). We assume that the client maximizes

the following second-stage utility function,

max
p∈[0,1]

γ Pr(âi = ai > ãi)µT − δ(Pr(âi = ãi < ai)T )2. (6)

8We could introduce two separate costs, but the reduction in auditing cost with blockchain is much larger
than the difference between these two costs, and explicitly modeling these costs does not add any insights
or change our model implications.
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where γ, δ > 0. Pr(âi = ai > ãi) is the probability that the manager successfully overstates

transaction values without being detected by the auditor, and Pr(âi = ãi < ai) is the

probability that the manager is found to commit fraud. The convex penalty function reflects

that the punishment can be nonlinear and more substantial for more severe fraudulent cases.

Note that since the auditor randomly investigates a sample s:

Pr(âi = ai > ãi) = (1− s)p,

Pr(âi = ãi < ai) = sp.

From (5), the auditor’s problem reduces to

min
s∈[0,1]

λT (1− s)pµ2 + as2T 2 + b.

The FOC implies that the optimal auditing sample size is equal to

s∗ = min
(
λpµ2

2aT , 1
)
. (7)

From (6), the client’s problem can be rewritten as

max
p∈[0,1]

γT (1− s)pµ− δ(psT )2. (8)

Solving this, we have the optimal overstatement probability equal to

p∗ = min
(
γµ(1− s)

2δs2T
, 1
)
. (9)

(7) and (8) form a system from which we can derive the equilibrium strategies (s∗, p∗) of the

auditor and client.
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Proposition 1. A unique equilibrium exists in the auditor and client’s second-stage problem,

with the strategies (s∗, p∗) characterized by

s∗ = min
(
λpµ2

2aT , 1
)
,

p∗ = min
(
γµ(1− s∗)

2δs∗2T , 1
)
.

The equilibrium misstatement probability p∗ is weakly increasing in the cost parameter a

and transaction volume T while the auditing intensity s∗ is weakly decreasing in a and T .

Further, the sampling size s∗T and the misstatement size p∗T are increasing in T .

It is interesting that while the sampling size s∗T tends to increase with transaction

volume, the sampling intensity s∗ decreases because the auditor finds it more economical to

randomly sample a smaller sample with a larger volume to process. We are interested in the

interior solution when K and thus T are very large such that

s∗ = λpµ2

2aT

p∗ = γµ(1− s∗)
2δs∗2T

and p∗ is strictly increasing in T while s∗ is strictly decreasing in T .

Equilibrium Fee and Auditor Choice

We now characterize the first-stage equilibrium in the traditional world without a blockchain

that fosters automatic reconciliation and collaborative auditing. In the first stage, the clients

have the option to switch to another auditor.9 The auditors compete for clients by posting

auditing fees. Now when the auditors’ market is perfectly competitive, the zero profit condi-
9In an earlier draft, we solved the case where there is a cost associated with switching auditors. The main

intuition and qualitative results carry through.
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tion leads to the following equilibrium auditing fee, which is the minimum an auditor would

charge.

F (s∗) = λE

[� T

0
(âi(s∗)− ãi)2di

]
+ as∗2T 2 + b.

Firms B1and B2 take the second-stage utility as anticipated and choose an auditor to max-

imize the following objective

γT (1− s∗)p∗µ− δ(p∗s∗T )2 − F,

where F is the auditing fee charged. Given that the technology of the two auditors is

identical, the problem reduces to a Bertrand competition of auditing fees, thus the auditors

indeed charge the minimum fee.

Proposition 2. A unique equilibrium exists in which each auditor gets one client and charges

an auditing fee increasing in the size of the transaction volume,

F (s∗) = λE

[� T

0
(âi(s∗)− ãi)2di

]
+ as∗2T 2 + b,

where T = 2K2 is the transaction volume for each client, and (s∗, p∗) are as given in Propo-

sition 1.

When the transaction volume T increases, it is more difficult and costly for the auditor

to verify a representative sample. Therefore, the client has a greater propensity to overstate

and the auditing risk increases. In equilibrium, although the convexity in auditing costs

reduces the auditing intensity, the auditing sample size increases in response to the higher

overstatement probability by the client. The auditing fee consists of two components, the

auditing risk and the auditing costs. Since both components increase with T , so does the

auditing fee. This implication is consistent with the empirical literature that finds firm size

to be one of the most important determinants for auditing fees. The auditing fee F (s∗) also
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increases with µ and the cost parameters a and b, which is intuitive.

3.2. Auditing with Federated Blockchain

In the traditional world, the auditor incurs cost for each inspection and can only randomly

sample due to resource constraints. Blockchain technology allows the auditor to automate

some of the processes. When an auditor sets up a blockchain, the within-auditor transactions

can be validated with little cost and time lag; when another auditor also sets up a blockchain,

the inspection of transactions between firms associated with the two auditors can also be done

at little cost (privacy concerns can be mitigated using zero-knowledge proof in a federated

blockchain). For simplicity, we take this cost to be negligible.

In a federated blockchain, each auditor A sets up an internal permissioned blockchain,

with each node operated by an auditing team inside the auditing firm. Whenever a transac-

tion i for client x happens, the team in charge of the client uploads the transaction data on

the internal blockchain. Depending on the counterparty y there are three scenarios:

(1) Within-Auditor Transactions

If this transaction has a counterparty y that is also audited by the same firm, then the

team in charge of client y would also upload the transaction. The blockchain can check

if the two transaction reports match and consolidate them into a consensus record. If the

two transactions do not match, the auditor immediately knows that one or both of the

transactions are misstated and can investigate. We therefore assume that the client would

not misreport in this scenario since it is always immediately detected.

(2) Cross-Auditor Transactions

If the counterparty y is audited by another auditor B who is on the same federated

blockchain with A, then A can send a request to the consortium with encrypted informa-

tion about the transaction k and have the blockchain verify whether there is a matching
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transaction k′. Auditor B would then be able to verify that it does have the transaction k′

and whether the amounts of k and k′ match. The verification procedure can be conducted

through the zero-knowledge proof method so that only encrypted information is revealed to

the other party. Because the auditor again has automatic detection of potential fraud, the

client would not commit fraud or misreport.

(3) Off-chain Transactions

If the counterparty y is a private firm or is audited by an auditor not on the federated

blockchain, then the auditor cannot automate the process and has to resort to random sam-

pling in the traditional way. Considering private firms only shift auditing fees by a constant,

we omit this from our discussion.

To model the adoption of blockchain, we assume that after posting auditing fees and

being matched with clients, A1and A2 can decide whether to incur a cost c to adopt the

blockchain system. In reality, while it is possible to commit to using the blockchain system

even before posting fees (by incurring the cost first to set up the blockchain system), it

is infeasible to commit to NOT using blockchain. Therefore the ordering of decisions in

the game is equivalent to letting auditors decide on adoption first but with an option for

non-adopters to regret, i.e., switching to blockchains after posting fees.

Now, a client firm can only choose to misstate transactions not reported to a blockchain

system by both counterparties. Similarly, an auditing firm would only need to audit a

random sample from this group of transactions. Suppose an auditor incurs an adoption cost

for the blockchain system c. When c is large, not adopting blockchain is an equilibrium.

To see this, supposing everyone is playing the equilibrium characterized in Proposition

2, the incentive for one auditor to deviate to acquire blockchain capacity is that it can lower

the cost of auditing for its current client, and potentially charge a lower fee to attract the

other auditor’s client. The problem of an auditor with blockchain becomes:
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min
s∈[0,1]

λTnb(1− s)pµ2 + as2T 2
nb + b+ c. (10)

where Tnb is the number of transactions that are not on the blockchain. Tnb would be K2 if

the other client of size K stays with the other auditor who chooses not to adopt blockchain,

and would be 0 if both clients choose the same auditor or if the other auditor also adopts

blockchain and the auditors form a blockchain consortium. (10) signifies the fact that the

auditor only incurs risk or cost for transactions not on the federated blockchain. The FOC

gives the optimal auditing sample size

s∗b = min
(
λpµ2

2aTnb
, 1
)
. (11)

From (6), the client’s problem in the second stage can be rewritten as

max
p∈[0,1]

γ(1− s)Tnbpµ− δ(psTnb)2.

Solving this, we have the optimal overstatement probability equal to

p∗b = min
(
γµ(1− s)
2δs2Tnb

, 1
)
. (12)

(11) and (12) form a system from which we can solve the equilibrium strategies (s∗b , p∗b) of

the auditor and client. If the auditor can attract both clients, then the fee it charges in the

sub-game equilibrium would be

b+ c

2 ≤ F (s∗) ≤ λE

� K2

0
(âi(s∗)− ãi)2di

+ as∗2K4 + b+ c.

We note that the first-stage objective of a firm is γ2µ2

4δ
(1−s∗)2

s∗2 − F is decreasing in T .

Therefore, for sufficiently large γ, δ, µ relative to λ, a, b, and c, the decrease in the first term
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when Tnb = 0 outweighs the potential reduction in fee, making it unprofitable for an auditor

to deviate to adopt blockchain because it cannot attract both clients, but would lose its

own client because if the other client does not join, cross-auditor transactions would result

in a higher fee than with two clients. What prevents an auditor from posting a traditional

competitive fee and then adopting blockchain? In this case, switching to blockchain reduces

the auditing expenses only to a certain extent because the other auditor is not on blockchain

and cross-auditor transactions have to be audited manually. For c sufficiently large, the

auditor has no incentive to deviate.

Now consider the equilibrium in which both auditors adopt blockchain, they are then

in a Bertrand competition and would offer b + c as an auditing fee. Would one of them

have incentive to deviate to use the traditional system? Because fee is the only way for it

to signal and to make clients believe it would use the traditional system, this auditor must

charge a higher fee. But what prevents it from using blockchain while charging a higher fee,

which can reduce its auditing cost? Whether it gets one or two clients, using blockchain

saves auditing cost for the auditor because the other auditor is already using blockchain in

equilibrium. Therefore, it cannot credibly deviate because it cannot credibly commit to not

using blockchain.

We can also similarly rule out the equilibrium where only one auditor adopts blockchain.

We thus have the following:

Proposition 3. An equilibrium in the blockchain world features either both auditors adopting

blockchain or neither adopting blockchain. In the equilibrium with full adoption,

s∗bTnb < s∗T, p∗bTnb < p∗T

s∗b > s∗, p∗b < p∗

i.e., the clients misreport less in the model with a federated blockchain and the auditors choose

a smaller auditing sample. The auditing fee Fb and auditor’s risk Lb are smaller than those
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in the equilibrium without blockchains.

Interestingly, the auditing intensity s∗b with a federated blockchain is higher than that

without blockchains, because the auditor now only needs to verify a smaller sample, Tnb, of

transactions. Obviously, if there are transactions with private firms that are off-blockchain,

the auditing fee and auditor’s risk are increasing in the fraction of off-chain transactions for

the same transaction volume. In other words, ∂Fb

∂α
> 0 and ∂Lb

∂α
> 0, where α is the fraction

of off-chain transactions.

Non-collaborative Auditing

One can also consider the case where each auditor operates its own independent blockchain

without the federated structure. In other words, while within-auditor transactions can be

verified on the auditor’s blockchain, there is no efficient way of verifying cross-auditor trans-

actions, even when both auditors have blockchains. The following corollary points out that

a federated blockchain is superior to a system of independent blockchains in that it further

reduces auditing fees and risk. The key difference between the federated blockchain and

independent blockchains is that cross-auditor transactions can be automatically verified on

the network using zero-knowledge proof methods. Let Tnib denote the number of transactions

for which the transaction parties do not both reside in an independent blockchain system.

Corollary 1. There is a unique equilibrium (s∗ib, p∗ib) when each auditor operates an inde-

pendent blockchain. The optimal policy satisfies

s∗T > s∗ibTnib > s∗bTnb, p∗T > p∗ibTnib > p∗bTnb,

Furthermore, the auditing fee Fib and auditor’s risk Lib are lower than those in the model

without blockchains, but higher than those in the model with a federated blockchain.
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4. PCAOB Regulation

In this section, we consider an extension of the model that incorporates a regulator (PCAOB).

We first examine how blockchain adoption helps reduce regulation cost, then highlight the

regulator’s role in coordinating auditor adoption.

4.1. Regulated Auditing and Regulator Costs

Regulated Auditing without Blockchains

The regulator has access to all transactions among clients of auditing firms. The regulator

can also manually verify a random sample t of all transactions. The verification cost function

for the regulator is given by

cr(t) = et2T 2 + f,

where f is a fixed set-up cost. The regulator’s objective is

min
0≤t≤1

λrTE

[� 1

0
(âri − ãi)2di

]
+ et2T 2 + f (13)

where âri is the state of transaction i after auditing by both the auditor and PCAOB and

ãi is the true state of the transaction. We assume that while the auditor may reduce the

auditing sample due to conflicts of interest or influence from the client, the auditor cannot

misreport the results from its sampling. Therefore, the samplings of PCAOB and auditors

are independent.10 The regulator’s objective function is simplified to

min
0≤t≤1

λrpT (1− s)(1− t)µ2 + et2T 2 + f. (14)

Because the regulator can find a deviation of a transaction from its true value, the au-
10Our model can be modified to accomodate the possibility that auditor may misreport auditing results

and PCAOB may thus check the auditor’s sampling.
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ditor’s risk of being punished for oversight increases with regulatory monitoring. Therefore,

we assume in general that the auditor’s risk function is of the form

L = λtTE

[� 1

0
(âi − ãi)2di

]
. (15)

Parameter λ > 0 captures how much penalty the auditor receives when there are discrepan-

cies between the true state and audited state of the transactions. The penalty is proportional

to the regulator’s inspection propensity t since the probability of finding a discrepancy is

proportional to t. The auditor’s objective thus becomes

min
0≤s≤1

λtTE

[� 1

0
(âi − ãi)2di

]
+ as2T 2 + b. (16)

This can be simplified to

min
0≤s≤1

λt(1− s)pµ2 + as2T 2 + b. (17)

The client’s incentive is the same as given in (8). We note that when there are no regulatory

costs, i.e., e = f = 0, the regulator always monitors with t = 1 and the client’s and auditor’s

problems are identical with those in the unregulated model considered before.

Proposition 4. There is a unique equilibrium for the auditing model with a regulator in

which the client, the auditor, and the regulator choose a policy (p∗, s∗, t∗) that solves the

problems (14), (17), and (8). The auditing sample s∗T and regulatory sample t∗T are weakly

increasing with the regulatory cost parameter e and the misstatement sample p∗T is weakly

decreasing.

When regulatory costs are reduced, auditors face more scrutiny from the regulator and

need to boost their auditing samples to avoid greater potential punishment due to discrepan-

cies. As a result, clients misreport less. Therefore, a reduction in regulatory costs is beneficial
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for auditing quality. Another implication of the proposition is that lower regulatory costs

lead to greater auditor independence since auditors have to exert more effort, ceteris paribus.

However, regulatory costs in the traditional world can be substantial and the effectiveness

of regulation is to a large extent limited by the PCAOB’s resources. Naturally, a question

is then whether blockchains can help the regulator to achieve higher efficiency.

Regulated Auditing with Blockchains

In this section, we consider regulated auditing with a federated blockchain. Similar to the

unregulated auditing model with blockchains, there are three classes of transactions, within-

auditor, cross-auditor, and off-chain transactions. Again, let Tnb be the number of off-chain

transactions. Both the auditor and the regulator only incur costs for off-chain transactions.

The objective functions can be written as follows. The client’s objective function is

max
p
p(1− s)µTnb − δsT 2

nb.

The auditor’s objective function is

min
s
λ(1− s)tpµ2Tnb + as2T 2

nb + b.

The regulator’s objective function is

min
t
p(1− s)(1− t)µ2Tnb + et2T 2

nb + f.

Proposition 5. Assuming that the auditors adopt blockchains, there is a unique equilib-

rium under regulated auditing with a federated blockchain. The equilibrium policy (p∗b , s∗b , t∗b)

satisfies

p∗bTnb < p∗T, s∗bTnb < s∗T, t∗bTnb < t∗T.
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Therefore, auditing cost and the regulator’s monitoring cost are lower than in the case without

blockchains. Auditing fees and misstatement risk also decrease.

Therefore, the adoption of blockchains can help to lower both auditing and regula-

tory costs and increase auditing quality. However, we note that the initial adoption of the

blockchain system can be costly (see also our discussion in Section 2) and may require the

coordination of auditors.

4.2. Coordinating Adoption and Collaborative Auditing

There are several limitations or frictions for auditors to adopt the new technology. First,

switching costs consist of the implementation cost of blockchain adoption and auditors’

learning cost of the new system. Second, collaborative auditing necessitates certain stan-

dardization of blockchain platforms for client and audit firms. While technological progress

may reduce implementation costs, how to coordinate an industry-wide technology adoption

is a challenging probem and a regulator’s intervention might be needed.

As shown in Proposition 3, under a certain range of parameters, there could be two

equilibria: no adoption equilibrium and full adoption equilibrium. Because the equilibrium

misstatements and costs associated with auditing and its regulation is lower in the full

adoption equilibrium (whether we count regulator cost or not), it is a dominant policy for

the regulator to coordinate adoption. The following proposition formalizes this intuition.

Proposition 6. In both the unregulated and regulated auditing models, the regulator strictly

prefers the all-adoption equilibrium to the no-adoption equilibrium.

Given the potential reduction of misstatements and costs associated with auditing and

regulation when using blockchains and the possibility of a no-adoption equilibrium, we thus

expect PCAOB to play a pivotal role in facilitating coordination among auditors and client

firms once the technology is mature. For example, PCAOB can help to set up regulatory
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requirements and standards as well as coordinate the development of the underlying infras-

tructure of blockchains.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we analyze equilibrium outcomes of financial reporting and auditing in settings

with and without the blockchain technology. Specifically, we model an economy in which

auditors post fees to compete for clients and clients endogenously determine the level of

misstatement in anticipation of the endogenous auditing intensity. We argue that federated

blockchains and zero-knowledge proof can allay data-privacy concerns without requiring a

trusted third party, and thus connect isolated auditing process either across audit teams or

audit firms. Blockchains therefore potentially facilitate automated and collaborative auditing

to reduce audit costs. The technology adoption disrupts conventional audit pricing and have

implications for audit sampling. In equilibrium, auditors either all stick with the traditional

systems or all adopt the blockchain technology. Wide adoption of the technology also reduces

regulators’ cost of monitoring, allowing them to focus on a smaller sample for inspection.

Regulators can coordinate systematic adoption to capitalize the strategic complementarity

in utilizing the technology to reduce equilibrium misstatements and costs associated with

auditing and its regulation.

To capture the key implications of blockchains on auditing in a transparent manner, we

have abstracted away from some finer details of the tradeoffs in consensus generation and

encryption of private data. We also note that blockchain technology is not the only one that

can enable collaborative auditing, although it is a leading candidate. It is our hope that this

study would lead to more future research about how technological advances impact financial

reporting and auditing.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. Consider the system of equations

s = min
(
µ2p

2aT , 1
)
, (A1)

p = min
(
γµ(1− s)

2δs2T
, 1
)
. (A2)

Consider the two curves on the s− p plane determined by the equations (A1) and (A2).

Define g(s) = 2asT
µ2 and h(s) = γµ(1−s)

2δs2T
. The first curve is given by p = g(s) when 0 ≤ s < 1

and p ≥ g(1) when s = 1. The second curve is given by p = min(h(s),1) for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. Since

g(s) is increasing in s, the first curve is increasing in s. We have

h′(s) = γµ

2δT ·
s− 2
s3 < 0, if 0 < s ≤ 1.

Therefore, the second curve is decreasing in s for s ∈ [0, 1]. Note that g(0) = 0, g(1) > 0,

min(h(0), 1) = 1, min(h(1), 1) = 0, by continuity, there is a unique intersection point of the

two curves at 0 < s∗ < 1 such that g(s∗) = min(h(s∗), 1). Note that in equilibrium the strict

inequality in (A1) holds.

For comparative statics, we can focus on the interior solution or solution to the following

equation

4aδT 2s∗3 = γµ3(1− s∗). (A3)

By taking derivatives of the equation and using the fact that 0 ≤ s < 1, one can then

easily show ∂s∗

∂a
< 0. Equation (A2) then imply that ∂p∗

∂a
> 0. Similarly, we have ∂s∗

∂a
< 0.

Multiplying both sides of ((A3)) by T , we obtain an equation in s∗T . Taking derivatives

w.r.t. to T , we can then obtain ∂(s∗T )
∂T

> 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. The system of equilibrium equations are
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s = min
(
µ2p

2aTnb
, 1
)
, (A4)

p = min
(
γλµ(1− s)

2δs2Tnb
, 1
)
. (A5)

Comparing this with the equilibrium conditions in Proposition 1, we see that when

Tnb = T , it reduces to the benchmark case without blockchains. Therefore, we only need

to study the comparative statics of (s, p) with respect to Tnb, which has been established in

Proposition 1. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5. First-order conditions to the client’s, auditor’s, and regulator’s

problems are

p∗ = min
(
γµ(1− s∗)

2δs∗2T , 1
)
, (A6)

s∗ = min
(
µ2p∗t∗

2aT , 1
)
, (A7)

t∗ = min
(
µ2(1− s∗)p∗

2eT , 1
)
. (A8)

For brevity, we focus on interior solutions to the above equations (solutions to the corner

cases are available upon request). Solving p∗ and t∗ in terms of s∗, we obtain

16aeδ2T 4

γ2µ6 s∗5 − (1− s∗)3 = 0.

Taking derivatives on both sides and noting that 0 ≤ s < 1, we see that ∂s∗

∂e
> 0. Equations

(A6) and (A8) then imply that ∂p∗

∂e
< 0 and ∂t∗

∂e
> 0. Since T is independent of e, we have

∂(s∗T )
∂e

> 0, ∂(p∗T )
∂e

< 0, and ∂(t∗T )
∂e

> 0. Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 5. The first-order conditions for the equilibrium with blockchains are

p∗b = min
(
γµ(1− s∗b)
2δs∗2b Tnb

, 1
)
, (A9)

s∗b = min
(
µ2p∗bt

∗
b

2aTnb
, 1
)
, (A10)

t∗b = min
(
µ2(1− s∗b)p∗b

2eTnb
, 1
)
. (A11)

Comparing these equations to (A6), (A7), and (A8), it is clear that we only need to prove

that ∂(s∗T )
∂T

< 0, ∂(p∗T )
∂T

< 0, and ∂(t∗T )
∂T

> 0.
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